• 1st Midterm - Next Tuesday
• Multiple choice and short-answer
• Things to bring
• Scantron Red - F-289-PAR-L
• No. 2 Pencil
• Pen
• Calculator
• Oﬃce hrs tomorrow 3:15-4:15pm
• Oﬃce hrs Monday 4:30-5:30pm

Studying
- doing problems
- making cross-cutting connections
- What are the common important methodological
components of the classic experiments addressed in class
- What are the diﬀerent tests or experiments we discussed in
class and how do they work (Reciprocal cross, Chi-squared
analysis, etc.)
- What are some of the math concepts we’ve touched on in
class

In the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, homozygous w/w plants have non-waxy
cuticles while W/W or W/w have waxy cuticles. Homozygous t/t plants are
glabrous (lacking epidermal hairs) while T/T and T/t plants are hairy. The T and W
genes are located 8 cM apart on the same chromosome. A plant from a truebreeding glabrous (t/t), waxy cuticle (W/W) line is crossed with one from a truebreeding hairy (T/T), non-waxy (w/w) line.
If the F1 progeny are intercrossed, what is the probability of detecting a
non-waxy, hairy plant,

As a researcher interested in cancer you discover a mutation (d/d)
that causes cancer in 20% of individuals homozygous for the
mutation.
Discuss the reason(s) why only 20% of individuals homozygous for this
mutation have cancer?
The cancer phenotype caused by d/d is likely only penetrant 20% of the time.
(Partial credit: the cancer phenotype requires multiple mutations.)

You think this mutation is in the BRAC1 gene, without sequencing how could
you figure this out? Draw the experiment and indicate what outcome would
reveal this mutation (d) is in the BRAC1 gene?
Use a complementation test
D/d x Brca1-/Brca1+ : If no animals display cancer (1:0) ratio then these
mutations would likely be on diﬀerent genes (complement). If animals display
cancer in a 3:1 ratio than these mutation would likely be in the same gene (fail
to complement).

Alfred, Mendel’s apprentice, was more concerned about producing round (R dominant trait) or green (G - dominant trait) peas to sell than fundamental
biology. From a dihybrid intercross, what proportion of round or green peas can
he expect to find? These genes are on diﬀerent chromosomes.

-Draw the meiotic events that produce a wrinkled (r) and yellow (g) plant.

In the model plant Arabidopsis thaliana, homozygous w/w plants have non-waxy
cuticles while W/W or W/w have waxy cuticles. Homozygous t/t plants are
glabrous (lacking epidermal hairs) while T/T and T/t plants are hairy. The T and W
genes are located 8 cM apart on the same chromosome. A plant from a truebreeding glabrous (t/t), waxy cuticle (W/W) line is crossed with one from a truebreeding hairy (T/T), non-waxy (w/w) line.
If the F1 progeny are intercrossed, what is the probability of detecting a
non-waxy, hairy plant,
-Draw the meiotic events that produce a glabrous, non-waxy plant.

c

A
2 cM

B
7 cM

For an individual AcB/aCb - what is the probability of a gamete that is ACB?

Learning objectives for the midterm
• Explain genetics as an independent field of study and methodology
• Explain what Mendel’s postulates reveal about the nature of inheritance and gene
• Explain what Mendel did differently
• Describe how chromosomes segregate during Meiosis, Explain why this is important to genetics?
• Learning outcomes:
• Identify the location of Mendel’s postulates in meiosis
• Utilize and explain the function of test cross
• Define and properly use- gene, allele, genotype, phenotype
• Explain how dihybrid crosses reveal independent assortment
• Recognize ratio patterns and how they explain different inheritance patterns
• Conduct dihybrid crosses calculating probabilities of different outcomes.
• Identify the physical manifestations of Mendel’s postulates
• Describe what experiments proved the physical basis for Mendel’s postulates.
• Identify how these experiments used reductionist techniques to isolate variables
• Explain how Morgan (with Nettie Stevens) proved genes are on chromosomes
• Explain how Avery, MacCleod and McCarty proved Genes were in DNA
• Identify possible criticisms of Avery’s et al. experiment?
• Compared to sex-determined and Sex-influenced
• Implement a Chi-squared analysis
• Determine Null hypothesis
• Explain and identify different variations on dominance
• Explain how concept of dominance can change depending on context
• Explain non-mendelian inheritance patterns and how different inheritance patterns challenge Mendel’s postulates
• Explain the concepts of penetrance and variability
• Distinguish between different non-mendelian and mendelian patterns of inheritance
• Explain how Morgan’s observations of discrepancy in ratios lead to his theory of recombination and how McClintock’s observations in
Maize provided concrete proof of Crossing-over and recombination.
• Explain the ramifications of linkage to Mendel’s postulate of independent assortment
• Utilize the concept of recombination to map the distance between two genes. Or to determine the number of expected recombinants
• Compare and contrast genetic distance from physical distance, explaining why genetic distance is not linear.
• Explain and utilize the concept of double-cross overs: Their frequency, their location, how they can be used to order genes
• Conduct and analyze a complementation test to determine if two separate mutations are in the same gene or separate genes
• Conduct and analyze an epistasis test to determine the relationship between two different genes affecting the same process.
•
Conduct and analyze a complementation test to determine if two separate mutations are in the same gene or separate genes
•
Conduct and analyze an epistasis test to determine the relationship between two different genes affecting the same process
•
Explain how one can analyze the affect of multiple genes have on a trait
•
Including identifying how many genes are involved
•
Compare and contrast quantitative and qualitative genetic loci
•
Describe the different experiments that went into deciphering the genetic code.
•
Explain how it is that DNA can contain enough information to code for all amino acid sequences (the complexity of life).
•
Explain how DNA codes for protein sequence
•
Explain the central dogma

